
       Uptalk 

 ‘Uptalk’ is commonly used to refer to rising intonation at the end of declara-

tive sentences, or (to put it more simply) the  tendency for people to make 
statements that sound like questions , a phenomenon that has received wide 

exposure and commentary in the media. How and where did it originate? 

Who are the most frequent ‘uptalkers’? How much does it vary according to 

the speaker’s age, gender and regional dialect? Is it found in other languages 

as well as English? These and other questions are the subject of this fascinat-

ing book. The fi rst comprehensive analysis of ‘uptalk’, it examines its histori-

cal origins, geographical spread and social infl uences. Paul Warren also looks 

at the media’s coverage of the phenomenon, including the tension between 

the public’s perception and the views of experts. 

 Informed by a wealth of research fi ndings,  Uptalk  will be welcomed by 

those working in linguistics, as well as anyone interested in the way we 

talk today. 

  PAUL WARREN  is on the Editorial Board of  Language and Speech , and is past 

 editor of  Te Reo , the journal of the Linguistic Society of New Zealand. He 

belongs to various professional organisations, including the International 

Phonetic Association, and is a founding member of the Association for 

Laboratory Phonology. Paul is an Associate Professor in the School 

of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at Victoria University of 

Wellington.   
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    Preface     

  This book provides an overview of a rising form of intonation, widely but not 

universally known as  uptalk . This label refers to a rather innovative use of ris-

ing intonation on declarative utterances. Uptalk has become a topic of public 

discussion and of linguistic research in the latter part of the twentieth century, 

and is now frequently encountered in a range of varieties of English, as well 

as in other languages. The focus in this book will be primarily on English, and 

will include discussion of varieties of English, since these vary in the nature of 

their intonation patterns and in the shape and role of uptalk in their intonational 

inventory. It will nevertheless also include discussion of uptalk in languages 

other than English. 

 Uptalk is perceptually salient because although rising intonation is typic-

ally (and somewhat naively) associated with questions rather than statements 

in English, uptalk is the use of rising intonation in contexts where questions 

would not usually be expected. This salience means that it has received con-

siderable attention, both from expert researchers and from the general public. 

Media commentary on uptalk has been highly speculative and often condem-

natory, associating uptalk with uncertainty and insecurity among younger 

speakers, who are the more typical users of this form of intonation, and blam-

ing the increasing incidence of uptalk on the infl uence of youth culture and in 

some cases even specifi cally on Australian soap operas. However, we will see 

that the meanings conveyed by uptalk intonation are more complex than a sim-

ple association of rises with questions, that the interpretation of uptalk depends 

on social factors as well as linguistic ones, and that uptalk plays an important 

role in tracking the listener’s comprehension and in maintaining a constructive 

relationship between conversational partners. 

 Twenty-fi ve years ago, an early review of uptalk-type intonation in 

Australian English (Guy and Vonwiller,  1989 ) posed three questions that were 

current in the debate at that time: What does this form of intonation mean? Is it 

changing and spreading? Who uses it? These questions remain relevant today, 

along with many others that have emerged since in both public debate and sci-

entifi c research. The current overview therefore aims to bring together in one 

place some of the extensive discussion of the forms ( Chapter 2 ) and functions 
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Prefacexiv

( Chapter  3 ) of this intonational phenomenon; to highlight and comment on 

the range of English varieties in which it is found ( Chapter 4 ); to discuss its 

historical and geographic spread ( Chapter 5 ); to review the social and textual 

factors that infl uence its use ( Chapter 6 ); to describe how it is perceived, as 

revealed both in media commentary ( Chapter 7 ) and in experimental research 

( Chapter 8 ); and to note also the incidence of uptalk in languages other than 

English ( Chapter 9 ). Finally ( Chapter 10 ), a few remarks about methodological 

issues help to explain some of the differences between results reported by dif-

ferent researchers and act as a guide for future uptalk research. 

 My aim in writing this book has been to bring together these different strands 

of linguistic research and public perception in an attempt to provide a coherent 

account of the origins, distribution, nature and use of that ‘rising infl ection at 

the end of each sentence, which makes every remark sound like a whiny ques-

tion’ (Fergus,  1997 ).   
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xvi

    Symbols and abbreviations     

  Stress (symbol placed before stressed syllable) 

   ̍      primary   

  ̩      secondary    

 Nuclear tones (symbol placed before accented syllable) 

           high-fall   

  \      low-fall   

  /      high-rise   

  /      low-rise   
  
\/      fall-rise   

  /  \      rise-fall   

        level    

 Global tunes (also used in this text for nuclear tones where the height of the 

tone is not crucial) 

   ↗      rising   

  ↘      falling   

  H      high tone   

  L      low tone   

  *      pitch accent   

  -      phrase accent   

  %      boundary tone    

  Abbreviations  

 AQI      Australian Question(ing) Intonation   

  ERB      equivalent rectangular bandwidth   

  F0      fundamental frequency   

  HRT      high-rise/rising tone/tune/terminal   

  HRTD      high-rise/rising terminal declarative   

  Hz      Hertz (cycles per second)   

  ToBI      Tones and Break Indices   

  UNB      Urban Northern British   

  WHQ      wh-question   

  YNQ      yes–no question       

\/
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